Products & Services

REACH & ROHS Compliance Software

CITRA offers, through cooperation with a top European chemical regulatory compliance firm, a single, unique, thorough, web based regulatory compliance solution for REACH, ROHS, and other chemical regulations such as Conflicting Minerals.

This unique software platform supports company communication with upstream and downstream agents in the supply chain. If needed, we can contact these agents on your behalf and gather the specific information required by REACH & ROHS.

The software also provides access to a very comprehensive substance, material, and regulatory database which not only provide valuable chemical information but also relates each and every substance in the database to constant changes in the global regulatory arena. Thus, the user of the database can receive alerts and make aware that specific chemical substance in their supply chain are being limited, restricted or banned by new regulatory changes as soon they occurred.

This exceptional adaptability of the software is made possible by the combination of unmatched expertise in the chemical, regulatory, and information technology of CITRA and our European partner.

Additional services for the EU cosmetic, US Conflicting minerals, and other national and international chemical regulations are available.

Contact CITRA to learn about the large array of solutions we have for your chemical regulatory compliance needs.

ROHS Training

ROHS Update

Half-Day Program

Pittsburgh, PA - Call or visit website for training schedule
This half-day training session present an overview of the European Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS) regulation. Changes to current legislation, products within the scope of RoHS, documentation, testing and due diligence requirements are discussed.

**REACH Training**

**REACHing You**

**Half-Day Program**

Pittsburgh, PA - Call or visit website for training schedule

This half-day training session present an overview of what the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization, and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH) is. The different roles that a company can play in the REACH regulation are examined (manufacturer, exporter, importer, user). Also, the deadlines for compliance, the documentation and type of information that must be supplied up and down the supply chain are discussed.

**CE Mark Solutions**

CE mark is a European Union mark that is required by 30 countries in Europe. The CE mark is mandatory and must be affixed in products such as: electronics, toys, industrial machines, medical devices, construction materials, etc.

**CE Basics Training**

**Half-Day Program**

Pittsburgh, PA - Call or visit website for training schedule

This half-day training session present an overview of what the EU regulatory systems is, what the CE mark is, what groups of products are covered, and which CE directives are the most used. Also, important regulatory terms such as Notified Body, Directive, Regulation, Standard, Conformity assessment, Risk Assessment are explained. The training also introduce attendees to the steps needed to CE mark a product

**CE Expert Training**

**Half-Day Program**

Pittsburgh, PA - Call or visit website for training schedule

This half-day training session present an overview of what the EU regulatory systems is, what the CE mark is, what groups of products are covered, and which CE directives are the most used. Also, important regulatory terms such as Notified Body, Directive, Regulation, Standard, Conformity
assessment, Risk Assessment are explained. The training also introduce attendees to the steps needed to CE mark a product

**CE Mark Customized Product Research for Coverage Verification, Time and Cost for Compliance**

**Directive Coverage Report - Please call for pricing**

A Directive Coverage Report provides you with a clear and concise document illustrating your product's applicable directive(s) and article(s) of coverage. This is a good "quick start" to your CE marking efforts.

**Initial Assessment Report - Please call for pricing**

An initial Assessment Report (IAR) is your complete roadmap to CE marking and product certification. A IAR will highlight your product's applicable directives and articles of coverage, provide you with an easy to use checklist of essential requirements, lists of harmonized standards mandated by your directives, determine your product classification, illustrate available conformity assessment options (modules), list available notified bodies and highlight your documentation requirements and procedures for affixing the CE marking logo to your product. An IAR is a sure fire tool that will decrease both the time and cost of certification - guaranteed! - Please call for pricing

**CE Mark Consulting**

CITRA assists companies nationwide on how to comply with European CE marking,

CITRA offers a broad range of consulting solutions ranging from addressing a specific need to full project management. Let our experience and knowledge of CE marking work for you!

On a case by case basis, receive practical assistance with:

- Regulation Application
- Conformity Assessment Options
- Risk Assessment
- Standards Identification
- Documentation Requirements
- Affixing the Applicable Symbol to Your Product
- Selecting Testing Laboratories
- EU Notified Bodies
- Authorized Representation
- Translation Services